Brand: What’s it all about?
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Brand is who we are and what we do.

Cobra Puma Golf

It’s what our customers and
consumers think of us.
It’s what we say and how we say it.
It’s our attitude and character.
It’s a consistent voice and message.
It’s a strategic asset and a
competitive advantage.
Brand is something that each of us
needs to support with every decision,
every word and every action.

You are a brand ambassador.
Understand the brand.
Live the brand. Promote it.

Be the Brand!
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COBRA PUMA GOLF
our brands

The Cobra Puma Golf Logo

We have three global brands:

cobra puma golf

		

cobra golf

puma golf

COBRA PUMA GOLF has traditionally been used as
an internal and retail-facing name or brand but that is
changing. In the future, most of our marketing efforts
will be either specifically for Cobra Golf or PUMA Golf.
However, as we expand the number of COBRA PUMA
GOLF Experience events and sign athletes to both
Cobra and PUMA, the name COBRA PUMA GOLF
will be used with more frequency. Moving forward,
we will drive awareness for the combined brand as
well as each individual brand.

Above is the COBRA PUMA
GOLF logo in its basic form.
A comprehensive, brand style
guide will be available separately.
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18 Truths.
These 18 Truths define the
COBRA PUMA GOLF brand and
our determination to do incredible
things. We’ve refined. We’ve grown
and we’ve improved everything we
do. We’re focused and strategically
positioning ourselves to meet our
objectives. We have momentum
but we’re not taking anything for
granted. There’s a lot to accomplish
and it will take insight, intelligence,
instinct, determination and hard
work. Look around you — the golf
industry is changing dramatically,
and we are poised to lead the
revolution! Let’s have at it!

N.o 1

We are game
enjoyment.
While every other company in
the golf world shouts that they’re
number one, longer, farther,
better, best, most and mostest;
our primary objective is to help
golfers of all skill levels enjoy
the game and everything about
the game. We deliver the most
desirable, innovative and
performance-oriented products
with a youthful, fun and
engaging attitude.

We deliver excitement, energy
and a way for consumers
to connect to, and immerse
themselves in the sport we
all love. This is what we stand
for and it’s the over-arching
guidepost for the COBRA
PUMA GOLF, Cobra Golf
and PUMA Golf brands.
So, let’s get out there and
spread the love!

N.o 1

Game Enjoyment:
what do we mean?
• Smiles. Not struggles.
• A Party. Not a trip to
the proctologist.
• Camaraderie. Not angry
competition.
• Enjoyed. Not endured.
• Fresh, dynamic and unexpected.
Not obligatory, me-too and stale.
• Vivid, unique, memorable,
courageous and ownable.

N.o 2

N.o 3

We are not them.

We are youthful.

We are blazing our own trail.
We play within and understand
the golf industry but we are
taking a unique approach, not
following our competition.
Here’s to being unique!

While our core consumer
targets range from young to
middle-aged, we are energetic,
exciting, dynamic and youthful
in how we present our brands
and in everything we do.
Youthful is a mindset, not an age!

N.o 4

We are
customer happy.
From retailers to consumers, we
are committed to ensuring that
our products and services meet
or exceed expectations in every
way possible.

N.o 5

We are innovation
and performance.
We have a passion for designing
and developing apparel, footwear,
clubs and accessories that are as
technologically advanced, and
perform as well or better than
anything else in the marketplace.

N.o 6

We are
consumer-focused.
We know exactly who our
consumer targets are and we are
investing resources and money
to make sure we build brand
awareness and demand in those
segments globally.

N.o 7

We aspire higher.
Good enough is not good
enough. From product design
to R&D and customer service,
we are continuously improving
everything we do.

N.o 8

We are
sportslifestyle.
We provide consumers with
products that allow them to look
good, perform well, feel good
about their game and form a
solid connection with the sport
at all levels.

N.o 9

We are
entrepreneurial
collaboration.
We are all-hands-on-deck.
We help each other at every
opportunity. We freely share
opinions, intelligence, successes
and experience. We are a team
— and together we are much
stronger than we are individually.

N.o 10

We are thankful for
our brand heritage.
Cobra and PUMA have long,
rich histories and provide us
with a unique perspective
and powerful brand equity.
At the same time, we are a new
company and we know that we
can do better than we’ve ever
done before.

N.o 11

We are desirability.
We don’t want to be everything
to everyone and flood the
marketplace with low-priced,
low-margin, mediocre product.
We intelligently utilize product
innovation, impeccable quality,
limited editions, pro athletes and
unique marketing to maintain
perceived value and optimal
margins while driving demand.

N.o 12

We are inclusive.
From beginners to pros and
every level of golfer in between,
it’s our objective to help people
engage in, excel at and enjoy
the game.

N.o 13

We are extremely
good looking.
Our products—and everything
we do—look great and make
their owners look even better.
Our apparel, footwear, clubs
and accessories are welldesigned, cool and unique.

N.o 14

N.o 15

We are fun.

We are global.

Get it? Well then, giddy-up!

Our reach is far and our
resources span the globe.
We continue to pursue
opportunities where they
make sense, wherever they
may be, in a manner that is
sustainable and friendly to
the good people of this
wonderful world.

N.o 16

We are aggressive,
tenacious,
opportunistic
and determined.
We never sit back and hope that
things will go our way. We forge
our own future and proactively
drive towards success.

N.o 17

We are part PUMA.
We continually leverage the
power and resources of PUMA
in order to drive awareness of
our brands and demand for
our products.

N.o 18

We are the
future of golf.
We know that we are uniquely
positioned, and have the right
pieces in place to influence
consumers, forge valuable
partnerships, gain market
share and dramatically change
the industry.

COBRA GOLF
a brand overview

Cobra Golf is closely aligned with both the PUMA Golf
and COBRA PUMA GOLF brands while having its distinct
characteristics. Let’s take a closer look…

Cobra Golf Positioning

Where we are and where we’re going:
Cool Stuff That Works

The Cobra Golf Logo
COOL

Here’s the Cobra Golf Logo in
its basic form. A comprehensive,
brand style guide will be
available separately.

What We Do

Cobra Golf helps golfers of all levels improve
and enjoy the game by providing innovative
products that deliver superior performance;
and exciting experiences that fuel their love
for the golf sportslifestyle.

WORKS

DOESN’T
WORK

UNCOOL
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cobra golf

Consumer Target Audience Overview

The revitalized
Cobra brand is
active, youthful,
dynamic and
fun—aspirational
values that will
resonate with
bell-like clarity
in a sea of
seriousness
and sameness.

Our Approach
Eat, drink, live, breath, sleep, play and work
with a razor-sharp consumer focus—getting
to know our consumers’ characteristics,
behaviors, likes, loves, habits, handicaps
and how we can become their best friends.
Target key growth segments, and secure
additional market share within segments
that will provide a higher lifetime value.
Optimize brand and marketing synergies
between Cobra Golf, PUMA Golf and PUMA,
by investing more heavily in a younger, avid,
male golfer segment.
Retain key existing Cobra Golf segments
by continuing to bring innovative, segmentspecific products to market; and ensuring
that our brand and marketing efforts
connect, compel and resonate.

The revitalized
Cobra Golf
brand
is active,
youthful,
dynamic
and fun.

Cobra Golf’s Brand Personality, Voice And Tone

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Youthful
Inclusive
Bold
Energetic
Intelligent
Innovative
Courageous
Confident
Fun
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cobra golf

Unique Value Proposition

What makes us
truly different
and compelling?

Cobra Golf is the only golf club manufacturer
that delivers desirable, innovative, topperforming products with a uniquely fresh
attitude. Integrate all that goodness with
the hottest golf sportslifestyle brand and
the experiences, excitement, cool-factor
and energy of the PUMA brand, and
you’ve got Game Enjoyment!

Our Rally Cry

“WELL PLAYED”
It’s a simple statement, but one that carries
a whole lot of weight and meaning. It’s our
job to make sure that everything we do,
from product development to choosing
the perfect pro athletes and providing
impeccable customer service, fits neatly
under this rally cry; and it’s imperative
that we inspire our customers to enjoy a
life —both on and off the course — that
can be deemed Well Played.
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PUMA GOLF
a brand overview

You know and love the snake, and everything
about it. Let’s move on to the cat, shall we?

Puma Golf Positioning

Where we are and where we’re going:
Cool Stuff That Works

The PUMA Golf Logo
COOL

Here’s the Puma Golf logo in
its basic form. A comprehensive,
brand style guide will be
available separately.

What We Do

PUMA Golf provides golfers with desirable,
sportslifestyle, inclusive, stylish, colorful
and fun products; and dynamic, exciting
experiences that fuel their love for the
game and everything about it.

WORKS

DOESN’T
WORK

UNCOOL
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puma golf

Consumer Target Audience Overview

We are
entirely
unique and
so are our
consumers!

They are progressive, stylish, active,
energetic and driven by their love for a
dynamic sportslifestyle. From beginners
to golf enthusiasts and pro athletes, the
PUMA Golf brand resonates with those
who heed the call to Look Better.
Feel Better. Play Better.

PUMA Golf’s Brand Personality, Voice and Tone

•
•
•
•

Youthful
Stylish
Inclusive
Progressive

•
•
•
•

Cool
Colorful
Energetic
Unique

•
•
•
•

Fashionable
Innovative
Courageous
Fun

Unique Value Proposition

What makes us
truly different
and compelling?

PUMA Golf is the only golf sportslifestyle
brand that delivers desirability, performance,
style and fashion. Integration with one of the
most innovative club manufacturers and
the experiences, excitement, cool-factor and
energy of the PUMA brand all adds up to
Game Enjoyment!

We are entirely
unique.

Our Rally Cry

“LOOK
BETTER.
FEEL
BETTER.
PLAY
BETTER.”
PUMA Golf delivers the most fashionable,
best performing apparel, footwear and
accessories available. Look Better.
Feel Better. Play Better. is a guidepost
for everything we do and an engaging
invitation for our consumers to align
with the PUMA sportslifestyle
and ramp up their game.
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We have an
opportunity to
do incredible
things.
To change the world of golf. To inject energy
and excitement into the game as only we can,
and to give beginners to touring professionals
an opportunity to engage in golf like they never
have before. This is our time.
Let’s have at it!

